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Abstract: When machining titanium alloy parts, aside from accuracy, the other key concern when
evaluating their quality is the integrity of the machined surface. Residual stress can have a significant
impact upon this. A certain amount of residual stress can help to strengthen the workpiece, but
excessive residual stress can lead to its deformation. In this paper, we report on an experimental
study of the surface integrity of titanium alloy after milling with a microtextured ball-end cutter. Tests
were conducted to assess the residual stresses on the surface of titanium alloy workpieces according
to the direction of feed and milling. The impact of different micro-texture parameters was also
assessed; namely, the diameter, depth, spacing and distance from the cutting edge of the individual
pits. Range analysis, which is an orthogonal test, was used to analyze the results of the experiments
and a prediction model of surface residual stress was established for the milling of titanium alloy
with micro-textured ball-end cutters. This model can provide theoretical support for the optimization
of the parameters involved in future milling processes.
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1. Introduction

Titanium alloy components are widely used in aerospace, medical and other fields because of
their high specific strength and exceptional resistance to heat and corrosion, with Ti-6Al-4V being the
most commonly used kind of titanium alloy. Despite its many advantages, the high chemical activity,
low thermal elasticity and limited modulus of elasticity of titanium alloy make it notoriously difficult
to machine [1].

During metal-cutting processes, the surface of a workpiece can be damaged in a number of ways,
including microcracks, chip nodules, plastic deformation and tensile stress. This surface damage
reduces the material’s resistance to fatigue and stress corrosion and abbreviates its life. Residual stress
is an important index for evaluating the surface integrity of parts. Its properties and magnitude have a
major impact on hardening deformation and fatigue strength [2]. Residual stress is actually made up
of both residual tensile stress and residual compressive stress. Residual tensile stress can reduce the
fatigue strength of parts and cause microcracks on their surfaces, while residual compressive stress can
actually sometimes improve their fatigue strength. An uneven distribution of residual stress in various
parts of the surface can cause workpiece deformation, affecting its shape and dimensional accuracy.
Because the residual stress has an important influence on the surface of parts, reducing surface residual
stress can improve surface quality of parts. It is necessary to study the residual stress in order to obtain
a better polished surface.
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Lyubenova [3,4] studied the residual stress of single-track, deep-rolling specimens, and tested the
distribution of surface residual stress with two different measuring devices to analyze the influence of
different measuring conditions on the distribution of residual stress, and obtained the measurement
conditions of residual stress. Niu et al. [5,6] combined the longitudinal, torsional ultrasonic vibration
and milling processes to carry out the experimental research on titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V. The results
show that the longitudinal torsional ultrasonic milling can effectively reduce the cutting force and cutting
temperature, improve the residual stress value of machining and further increase the surface stress
value by selecting appropriate process parameters and lubricating cooling conditions. Maqbool [7,8]
studied the relationship the geometric accuracy and the residual stress of the parts under single point
incremental forming (SPIF), and established the mathematical model of different parameters under the
SPIF. Through the research results, they found that the change of process parameters had a significant
effect on the stress state.

Yang et al. [9] established a finite element model of the machined surface residual stress for
Ti-6Al-4V. They began by examining the effects of cutting speed, cutting depth, feed per tooth and other
cutting parameters on the residual stress at the machined surface. They then established a regression
model for residual stress and used a hybrid genetic algorithm to optimize the cutting parameters and
their combination. Their results showed that residual stress at the surface of titanium alloy increases
with cutting speed, whilst the influence of cutting depth is limited and the residual stress actually
decreases with an increase in the rate of feed per tooth. Liu et al. [10] established a finite element
model using Deform 3D software to simulate the machining of Ti-6Al-4V alloy under conditions
of dry cutting, ordinary cooling and high pressure cooling and analyzed the influence of each of
these environments upon the machined surface. The results showed residual tensile stress (d2 = 0)
for dry cutting, with an increase in hydraulic pressure gradually transforming the residual stress
from tensile stress to compressive stress. When the hydraulic pressure reached 200 bars, the residual
stress was fully compressive and its maximum. As the depth of measurement increased, the residual
stress value increased as well. In all of their cutting tests, the maximum residual compressive stress
value was reached at the same distance from the machined surface. The reliability of these simulated
results was further verified through physical experiments. Virginia et al. [11] studied the influence of
cutting speed, feed rate and the radius of the tool tip on surface residual stress when turning AISI
4340 steel. They determined a residual stress variation rule for each parameter and the principal
direction of the residual stress. It was found that, if the direction of the maximum residual stress was
consistent with the direction of the nominal load, the service life of a workpiece could be improved.
Hemmesi [12] discussed the relaxation and redistribution of welding residual stresses in a bead on
tube weld under multiaxial mechanical loading by ABAQUS. The predefined field of residual stress
was initially calculated through a welding simulation in software SYSWELD (Framatome, France). Li
et al. [13] found the quenching residual stress distributions of 7085 aluminum alloy plates. The effect
of dimensional variation on the quenching residual stress distributions was studied and discussed by
using models with different dimensions (length, width, and thickness).

The study on the effect of surface residual stress is mostly based on the finite element simulation,
and mostly about cutting parameters. The micro-texture placed in the front of the tool can effectively
improve the cutting state of the tool. The accurate selection of structure parameters is good for the micro
texture to play a role in reducing friction and improving quality of machined surface. Therefore, in this
paper, we present a study where we measured and observed the surface residual stress, according
to feed and milling direction, for Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy samples. An X-ray diffractometer was
used during the experiments and the high-speed precision milling of the titanium alloy samples was
undertaken using a micro-textured ball-end cutter. The influence of the micro-texture on the surface
residual stresses was analyzed according to different texture parameters and a residual stress prediction
model was established. This paper can provide a theoretical reference to choose reasonable structure
parameters and a theoretical basis for the realization of efficient processing of titanium alloy. Through
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the influence of tool structure change (micro texture) on the residual stress of machined surface of
titanium alloy, the quality and service life of titanium alloy parts can be effectively improved.

2. High-Speed Milling of Titanium Alloy with a Micro-Textured Ball-End Milling Tool

2.1. Milling Test

The workpiece material used in the test was α + β type titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V. Its physical
properties and chemical composition are shown in Table 1. The workpiece samples were 152 × 10 ×
88 mm rectangular plates. They were clamped into a fixture with a 15◦ inclined plane. The workpiece
and assembly are shown in Figure 1. YG8 cemented carbide BNM-20 indexable ball-end milling cutter
with a BNML-200105S-S20C rod were used for the machining. The cutter rod and blade are shown in
Figure 2.

Table 1. Physical and chemical properties of titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V [14].

Hardness
HRC

Density
kg/m3

Melting
Point ◦C

Specific
Heat
J/kgK

Heat Transfer
Coefficient

W/m·K

Poisson’s
Ratio v

Yield
Strength

MPa

Modulus of
Elasticity

GPa

36 4428 1605 1012 7.955 0.41 825 110
Element Al V Fe C N O Ti
Content 5.5~6.8 3.5~4.5 ≤0.30 ≤0.10 ≤0.05 ≤0.20 allowance
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Figure 2. Tool rod and blade. (a) Physical map; (b) dimensional drawings. [14]

The micro-texture was fabricated using a fiber laser, whose parameters were as follows: a
wavelength of 1064 nm; a maximum output power of 70 W; a frequency of 3.14 kHz; a scanning speed
of 500 mm/s; and the number of scans—2. After preparation of the micro-texture, 2000# metallographic
sandpaper and ultrasonic cleaning machine were used to grind the rake face and remove burrs and an
acetone solvent was used to clean the tool for 15–20 min. The processing flow is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Micro-texture preparation process.

An inappropriate selection of micro-texture parameters can accelerate the wear on the rake face
and the likelihood of the cutting edge breaking. In this study, drawing upon prior research [15], the
micro-pit diameter ranged between 30 and 60 µm, the depth was between 40 and 70 µm, the spacing
was between 125 and 200 µm, and the distance from the cutting edge was between 90 and 120 µm. The
representative meaning of each parameter is shown in Figure 4. The ultra depth of the field microscope
was used to detect the micro texture after laser processing. After testing, it was determined that the
parameters of the micro texture met the design requirements and would ensure the accuracy of the test;
Figure 5 shows the micro texture under the superfield microscope.
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Figure 5. Micro-texture measurement after processing.

A VDL-1000E three-axis NC milling machine was used for the actual testing. The milling methods
were direct milling, unidirectional cutting and line cutting. The cutting parameters are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Cutting parameters.

Cutting Speed vc Feed Rate f z Cutting Depth ap Cutting Width ae

120 m/min 0.08 mm 0.4 mm 0.3 mm

The influence of the different texture parameters on the machined surface’s residual stress were
studied and analyzed. A four factor, four level orthogonal test was, therefore, designed to assess the
surface hardening impact of the diameter, depth, spacing and distance from the cutting edge of the
micro-pit texture. The factor levels are shown in Table 3.

2.2. Residual Stress Measurement

The X-ray diffraction stress of the titanium alloy specimens was measured using an XRD
diffractometer [16]. The basic parameters of the diffractometer were set as follows: 25 kV voltage;
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5.5 mA current; 2 mm radius for the X-ray collimator; and 15 s illumination time. Before measuring the
residual stress, the diffractometer needed to be calibrated using standard silicon powder. The optimum
distance from the ortho-ray collimator to the surface of the titanium alloy workpiece was determined
to be 15.78 mm.

Table 3. Factor level table.

Level
Factor Diameter D

(µm)
Depth H

(µm)
Distance L1

(µm)
Distance from Cutting Edge L2

(µm)

1 30 40 125 90
2 40 50 150 100
3 50 60 175 110
4 60 70 200 120

When measuring residual stress with an XRD diffractometer, the accuracy of the results depends
on the location of the diffraction peaks. Parabola, correlation and gravity center methods are the three
most common approaches to determining the peaks. However, any distortion resulting in irregular peak
shapes renders these methods ineffective [17,18]. We, therefore, used a Gaussian function to fit the peaks
linearly instead. The fitting coefficient R, slope fitting and diffraction peak fitting are shown in Figure 6.
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Before measuring the residual stress on the machined surface, the surface needed to be cleaned
with an ethanol solvent and the sample had to be placed on a measuring platform to ensure it was
parallel to the direction of the stress tester in the direction of the milling feed. Figure 7 illustrates the
stress measurement diagrammatically. Three test points were selected in the direction of the feed on a
15-degree inclined plane and the residual stress values for the feed direction and milling direction were
obtained at each test point. The average residual stress for the three points was used as the final value.
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3. Test Results and Discussion

3.1. Test Results and Data Processing

To study the influence of the micro-textural parameters on the surface residual stress, including
the diameter, depth, separation distance and distance from the cutting edge of the micro-pits, an
orthogonal test was adopted. The results were analyzed using range analysis. The outcomes of the
residual stress tests and range analysis are shown in Tables 4 and 5.

Table 4. Surface residual stress results and range analysis in direction X.

Test Number Diameter
(µm)

Depth
(µm)

Separation
Distance (µm)

Distance from
Cutting Edge (µm)

σx Average Value
(MPa)

1 30 40 125 90 −183.6
2 30 50 150 100 −190.4
3 30 60 175 110 −195.467
4 30 70 200 120 −209
5 40 40 150 110 −199.133
6 40 50 125 120 −190.933
7 40 60 200 90 −185.767
8 40 70 175 100 −180.767
9 50 40 175 120 −192.467

10 50 50 200 110 −203.233
11 50 60 125 100 −191.6
12 50 70 150 90 −187.2
13 60 40 200 100 −198.267
14 60 50 175 90 −188.6
15 60 60 150 120 −193.567
16 60 70 125 110 −184.6

Test parameters f x1 f x2 f x3 f x4

kx1 −194.61675 −193.36675 −187.68325 −196.49175
kx2 −189.15 −193.2915 −192.575 −195.60825
kx3 −193.625 −191.60025 −189.32525 −186.29175
kx4 −191.5085 −190.39175 −199.06675 −190.2585
Rx 5.46675 2.975 11.3835 10.2

The maximum difference value of the four factors was obtained using extreme difference analysis.
The order of influence on the surface residual stress in direction X for the texture parameters was:
separation distance > distance from cutting edge > diameter > depth.
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Table 5. Surface residual stress results and range analysis in direction Y.

Test Number Diameter
(µm)

Depth
(µm)

Separation
Distance (µm)

Distance from
Cutting Edge (µm)

σy Average Value
(MPa)

1 30 40 125 90 −297.867
2 30 50 150 100 −326.433
3 30 60 175 110 −324.267
4 30 70 200 120 −343.233
5 40 40 150 110 −313.833
6 40 50 125 120 −337.267
7 40 60 200 90 −303.9
8 40 70 175 100 −299.667
9 50 40 175 120 −286.533
10 50 50 200 110 −315.6
11 50 60 125 100 −309.1
12 50 70 150 90 −287.3
13 60 40 200 100 −307.233
14 60 50 175 90 −290.2
15 60 60 150 120 −292.9
16 60 70 125 110 −299.2

Test parameters f y1 f y2 f y3 f y4

ky1 −322.95 −301.3665 −310.8585 −294.81675
ky2 −313.66675 −317.375 −305.1165 −310.60825
ky3 −299.63325 −307.54175 −300.16675 −313.225
ky4 −297.38325 −307.35 −317.4915 −314.98325
Ry 25.56675 16.0085 17.32475 20.1665

The order of the influence on the surface residual stress in direction Y for texture parameters was:
diameter > distance from cutting edge > separation distance > depth.

3.2. Discussion

During the cutting process, the generation of residual stress has a strong relationship with the
cutting force, the thermal load and the internal microstructure of the material. Whether the kind
of stress located on the processed surface is tensile or compressive stress depends on the material’s
performance and the cutting conditions [19]. The cutting force causes uneven plastic deformation of
the surface layer of the workpiece. This is manifested in two ways: a “plastic protrusion” effect in
the front area of the tool contact point; a “squeezing effect” caused by the tool flank [20]. The former
causes residual tensile stress on the machined surface; the latter produces residual compressive stress.
The influence of the micro-textural parameters on the surface residual stress is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. The influence of the micro-textural parameters on the surface residual stress. (a) Residual
stress values in the X direction. (b) Residual stress values in the Y direction.

When a micro-textured ball-end cutter is used to mill titanium alloy, the actual contact area
between the knife and the outflowing chip is reduced by the micro-texture. This also reduces the
friction between the contact surface of the cutter and the chip, thereby diminishing the cutting force
and cutting temperature. The degree of plastic deformation on the metal’s surface is reduced in turn;
thus, limiting the residual stress.

As the diameter of the micro-pits increases, the absolute value of the stress in the milling direction
decreases. The thermoplastic effect caused by the increase in cutting temperature causes an absolute
increase in the residual compressive stress. Thus, there is an intermediated relationship between
cutting temperature and residual compressive stress. At the same time, the cutting force in the feed
direction will continuously increase and the residual compressive stress produced by the mechanical
stress will work to partly offset the residual compressive stress. However, the effect of the cutting
temperature on the residual stress is more significant because the cutting heat on the front of the
cutter accumulates. The combined effect of these two kinds of stress reduces the absolute value of the
feed stress. Over time, the cutting temperature increases rapidly. As the cutting stroke is completed,
the cutting temperature slowly increases. Therefore, the absolute value of the feed stress decreases
gradually after its initial increase.

As the depth of the micro-pits increases, the stress curve in the milling direction reaches an
inflection point where the absolute stress value, having initially increased, begins to decrease. During
this process, the thermoplastic effect caused by the cutting temperature is still dominant. In the
direction of the feed, there is no obvious change in the residual stress on the surface of the workpiece.
So, the depth of the micro-pits has no obvious effect on the residual stress in the direction of the feed.

With an increase in the distance between the micro-pits, the cutting temperature becomes too great
to easily dissipate because of the decrease in the available heat dissipation area. Thus, the residual
compressive stress caused by the thermoplastic effect is larger than the compressive stress produced
by the mechanical effect. The combined outcome of these two effects is that the absolute value of the
residual stress in the milling direction initially decreases, but then increases. The absolute value of the
surface residual stress in the direction of the feed, contrariwise, increases at first, then decreases, and
then starts to increase again.

As the distance between the micro-pits and the cutting-edge increases, the absolute value of the
surface residual stress in the milling direction increases as well. This is because, when the distance
from the cutting edge is greater, the texture is not able to play a full role in the cutting process. The
cutting temperature, thus, increases and continues to dominate, leading to an increase in the absolute
value of the surface residual stress in the milling direction. In the direction of the feed, the surface
residual stress initially decreases, and then increases. This is a result of the texture being positioned
too near to the cutting edge, undermining the tool’s strength.
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4. Prediction Model and Test of Its Significance Based on a Support Vector Machine

Establishing regression analysis models with data optimized by a support vector machine has
high precision. The most important part of the support vector regression model is the loss function.
The functions is

Ω =
{

f (x,ϑ)
∣∣∣ϑ ∈ Λ

}
, (1)

where ϑ is a positive coefficient.
The insensitive loss function balances the function of the smoothing degree and the error items,

and increases the degree of application of the function. Two insensitive functions used in this thesis
can be expressed as

Lεm(y, f (x,ϑ)) =

 0∣∣∣y− f (x,ϑ)
∣∣∣2 − εm

∣∣∣y− f (x,ϑ)
∣∣∣ ≤ εm

else
(2)

In this paper, the method of data optimization is nonlinear regression analysis. In the
high-dimensional characteristic space, the calculation process of a nonlinear regression model is
the inner product among the parameters. The kernel function k(x, y) is used to replace ϕ1(x) ·ϕ1(y),
and the optimization model of the nonlinear regression is solved under the following conditions.

min
ϑ(∗)∈R2kn

1
2

kn∑
i, j=1

(ϑi
∗
− ϑi)

(
ϑ j
∗
− ϑ j

)
k
(
x j · x j

)
+ εm

kn∑
i=1

(ϑi
∗ + ϑi) −

kn∑
i=1

yi(ϑi
∗
− ϑi)

kn∑
i=1

(
ϑ∗i−ϑ

)
= 0

0 ≤ ϑi,ϑ∗i ≤ Cz, i = 1, · · · , kn

(3)

In the sample capacity, the sample data is the support vector ϑ(∗). The function f (x) is expressed as

f (x) =
kn∑

i=1

(ϑi
∗
− ϑi)k(xi, x) + bz; (4)

bz in the formula is expressed as:

bz = y j −

l∑
i=1

(
ϑi

(∗)
− ϑi

)
k
(
x j, xi

)
± εmϑ j ∈ (0, Cz). (5)

The kernel function is the core function of the SVM algorithm. Defining the characteristic space F1

mapped to space X1 is ϕ1, which can be expressed as

x ∈ X1 → ϕ1(x) ∈ F1. (6)

Set (x, z) ∈ X1, the kernel function can be represented as

k(x, z) = ϕ1(x) ·ϕ1(z). (7)

The kernel function is solved. k(x, z) ∈ R2 is a symmetric function, and if
∫

g2(x)dx < ∞ and g , 0,
expand the kernel function according to the positive coefficient ϑ. The expansion of the kernel function
can be obtained as follows.

k(x, z) =
∞∑

i=1

ϑiϕi(x)ϕi(z). (8)

The function g(x) is x
k(x, z)g(x)g(z)dxdz ≥ 0. (9)
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The function that satisfies Equations (8) and (9) is called the kernel function of the inner product
k(x, xi). In this thesis, the Gaussian kernel function is first chosen when using SVM regression to
optimize data. The kernel function of the Gaussian radial is expressed as

k(x, xi) = exp
{
−
‖x− xi‖

2

2σ1
2

}
, (10)

where xi is the center of the kernel function, and the σ1 is the parameter of the width.
The data were optimized by using a support vector regression machine with MATLAB. The type

of SVM was selected as SVR and the type of kernel function was Gauss kernel function. The gamma
function in the kernel function was 0, the penalty coefficient was 106, the parameter of v-SVR was 0.5,
the loss function in e-SVR was 0.1, the memory size was 100 MB and the allowable termination error
was 0.001.

The research content of this paper is the influence of the surface micro-textural parameters of a
ball-end milling cutter on the residual stress of milling a titanium alloy surface, so we established a
regression model of residual stress as follows:

σ = Cdα1hα2Lα3
1 Lα4

2 . (11)

According to the residual stress data measured by the test, the prediction model is solved by
multiple linear regression equation based on the principle of least square method. Through data
processing with Excel software, the model is as follows:

σ = 104.4943d−0.2430h−0.2047L−0.1103
1 L−0.4606

2 . (12)

After the establishment of the prediction model, the significance of the model was tested by
variance analysis to ensure the linear relationship, Table 6 presents the results of the variance analysis.
Variance test results show that the significance F is less than 0.05: F(m,n − m + 1) = F0.95(4,11) =

3.527269 > 3.36. Therefore, the prediction model is significant.

Table 6. Variance analysis of residual stress.

Source of Variance SS DF MS F Significance F

Ra 0.004874 4 0.001218 3.527269 0.043689
Residual 0.0038 11 0.000345 — —

Total 0.008673 15 — — —

Figure 9 is the comparison between the predicted value of the surface residual stress and the
test value. In general, the relative error range is within 10%, which validates the reliability of the
model. The establishment of the prediction model can make a good choice between the micro-textural
parameters and the residual stress of the machined surface.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, the results have been presented for an experiment relating to the milling of
titanium alloy with a micro-textured ball-end cutter. From the experiment we can make the following
conclusions:

(1) The order of influence of different micro-pit texture parameters on surface residual stress in the
milling direction is: the diameter > the distance from cutting edge > the separation distance >

the depth. The order of the influence of the texture parameters on the surface residual stress in
the feed direction is: the separation distance > the distance from cutting edge > the diameter >

the depth.
(2) As the micro-pit diameter increases, the absolute value of the surface residual stress in the milling

direction decreases. Under the combined action of cutting temperature and cutting force, the
absolute value of the feed stress increases, and then decreases. As the depth of the micro-pits
increases, the absolute value of the milling stress initially increases, and then decreases. However,
in the feed direction, the depth makes no obvious difference to the surface residual stress. As the
spacing between the micro-pits increases, the absolute value of the stress in the milling direction
decreases at first, and then increases. In the feed direction, it starts to increase, decreases, and then
increases again. An increase in the distance between the micro-pits and the cutting-edge results
in an increase in the absolute value of the stress in the milling direction. In the feed direction, the
surface residual stress starts off by decreasing; then it increases.

(3) The principal surface stress produced by milling titanium alloy with a micro-textured ball-end
cutter is residual compressive stress. This has a value in the range of −320 to −185 MPa, with
the stress in the milling direction being notably greater than in the feed direction. The surface
residual stress in the feed direction is between −200 and −185 MPa. In the milling direction
it is between −320 and −295 MPa. Regression analysis was conducted on the orthogonal test
results and a residual stress prediction model was established. The reliability of the model was
confirmed by comparing the experimental values with the values predicted by the model.

After milling, the residual stress value of workpiece surface is too large, which seriously affects
the service life of workpiece, and the surface quality and service life of titanium alloy parts can be
improved by machining micro-texture on the tool. The research content of this paper provides design
ideas and theoretical support for the design of new cutting tools.
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